PHARMACY TECHNICIAN
ocewd.org/PharmacyTech

fulfill more than a prescription.
Pharmacy Technician
(HLTH5600)
*150 Hrs (12 weeks) | Cost: $1,800

Those seeking employment in healthcare don’t have to work in patient care. Pharmacy Technicians are in high demand, and it’s a great first step toward exploring other positions within the industry.

Certification isn’t always required for hiring, but your potential for employment and earning increase if you have it. As an approved Pharmacy Technician Certification Board (PTCB®) advocate, we prepare you for the nationally recognized Certified Pharmacy Technician (CPhT) certification (the gold standard for Pharmacy Techs).

Working as a Pharmacy Technician might prove to be the career you’ve been searching for.

*10 semester hour equivalent

EXTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Through partnerships with CVS Health/Longs Drugs®, and Walgreens, we are able to offer our Pharmacy Technician participants two externship opportunities. As part of your training you’re eligible to work in the pharmacy at one of these local stores, with the potential to be hired upon completion.

Visit ocewd.org/PharmacyTech for eligibility requirements and information.

Pharmacy Technicians in Hawaii average $40k annually and earn up to $50k with more experience.
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